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The reimagined ThinkPad X13 Gen 2 proves 
you don’t have to sacrifi ce productivity 
for portability. Powered by the latest AMD 
RyzenTM 5000 series processors and touting 
AMD Radeon™ graphics, the ThinkPad X13 
Gen 2 is built elevate business computing with 
leadership performance, the most modern 
security features, and enterprise-class solutions.

Conquer your work-from-anywhere 
day with confi dence, thanks to WiFi 6 
connectivity and optional 5G, plus 
added security features that ensure your 
work stays yours. You’ll experience greater 
sight-and-sound clarity with new user-facing 
audio, a 16:10 narrow bezels display, and FHD IR 
camera. Plus, low blue light display options let you 
put in the extra hours with minimal eye fatigue.



MOBILITY-FOCUSED

Don’t let its size or weight fool you. The ThinkPad X13 Gen 2 is built 
for portability and performance, with the latest AMD RyzenTM 5000 
series processors, up to 16.5 hours1 of battery life, and next-gen 5G 
and WiFi 6 capability. 

FOR YOUR EYES ONLY

Built on the AMD security platform, including Shadow Stack, along with an 
integrated suite of ThinkShield security solutions, the ThinkPad X13 Gen 2 
features voice recognition, Power-on Touch Fingerprint Reader, and webcam 
privacy camera shutter to ensure your data stays yours.

PREMIUM PERFORMANCE

The ThinkPad X13 Gen 2 delivers an unmatched user experience, with 
AMD RadeonTM graphics, user-facing audio with larger speaker, and up to 
32GB LPDDR4x memory. The refi ned design and stunning new Storm Grey 
cover option with tone-matching keyboard make this device as beautiful 
as it is functional.

1Based on testing with MobileMark 2018. Battery life varies signifi cantly with settings, usage, and other factors. Projected up to 16.5 hours 
using MM18. O�  cial claims/fi nal results TBD. O�  cial results will be available at results.bapco.com at product launch.

Lenovo ThinkPad X13 GEN 2

connectivity
The ThinkPad X13 Gen 2 keeps you connected no 
matter where your desk takes you, with WiFi 6 
and global LTE-A WWAN 5G.

customization
Between processor, memory, storage, and display 
options, the ThinkPad X13 Gen 2 o� ers nearly 
limitless confi gurations to help you build the ideal 
machine for you.

security
Today’s sophisticated attacks demand a modern 
approach to help protect what’s important. 
Integrated ThinkShield features plus AMD security 
provide layers of defense, from silicon up through 
OS and system-level security. 


